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Music

4  20 Austin Artists to see At sXsW 
by the Music staff

10 intervieW: CoCo & ClAir ClAir  
by Laiken neuMann

  Five essentiAl events still  
to Come 070 Shake, Lil Yachty, Margo Price, 
and more by RacheL Rascoe

 11 revieW: neW order 
by MichaeL toLand

conference

20 Whither Weed?  
Cannabis track looks to the future  
by Jessi cape

22 Funko X Austin: the Business  
oF FAndom "Geeky Gucci" Loungefly  
makes its SXSW brand debut   
by RichaRd WhittakeR

  José Andrés keynote  
Chef shares how storytelling powers his mission  
by MeLanie haupt

24 sCenes From the Fest  
by the austin chRonicLe photo teaM

filM

26 First look At hypnotiC Robert 
Rodriguez goes rogue with a work-in-progress 
screening  by RichaRd WhittakeR

27 Film revieWs

More

 30 Where to eAt When it’s lAte  
(or eArly)  
by Wayne aLan bRenneR and  
MeLanie haupt

31 Qmmunity CheAt sheet Catch up on the 
hottest second-weekend queer programming   
by JaMes scott

austinchronicle.coM/sxsw
Follow the Chronicle’s continuing SXSW coverage at
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Como Las Movies
Sat 18, 9pm, Sheraton Backyard

Fresh off a performance at ACL Fest and a major 
co-sign on Spotify’s “Latin Indie Classics” playlist 
that resulted in nearly six-figure streams for 2019 
single “¿YPQSP?” Como Las Movies reenvisions 
traditional cumbia with the addition of sunny 
afternoon synths and daydreaming vocal hooks. 
They appear at the Sheraton after Latin Grammy-
nominated singer Destiny Navaira, whose Mexican 
ballads offer the type of tonal contrast that 
makes spending all night camped at one SXSW 
venue such a fun experience. – Dan Gentile

Die Spitz
thu 16, 12mid, Low down Lounge
Sat 18, 12mid, cheSS cLuB

The brilliance behind Austin’s Die Spitz lies in their 
unflagging ferocity and predilection for all-out 
mayhem. Cathartic revenge-anthem ragers like 
“Groping Dogs Gushing Blood” and the jolting 
“Monkey Song” bottle up brick-heavy basslines, 
gravelly vocals, and searing riffs in the same vein as 
grunge legends like L7 and Babes in Toyland. Last 
month, the quartet celebrated three major Austin 
Music Awards wins for Best New Act, Best Punk, 
and Best Music Residency. – Nayeli Portillo

C o u R T e S Y  o F  e L  C o M B o  o S C u R o

20 Austin Artists  
to See at SXSW 
Handpicked homegrown talent playing through the weekend 

c o n t i n u e d  o n  p.6

El Combo Oscuro
wed 15, 11pm, hoteL VegaS
Fri 17, 11pm, Sheraton Backyard

Make a case for el Tule seeding ATX’s Latin rock scene and you’ll likely walk off with half the 
settlement. Valley-originating Texan John Dell spun off the cumbia side of the Santana-esque 
rockers and now el Combo oscuro powers a hip-grinding, fan-attracting folklore, exemplified 
by London-based Los Bitchos taking last SXSW by storm. “Dell’s Spanish pierces high and 
tart ...  the cumbias under him sizzle and zap,” reported the Chronic during the scene’s Hot 
Summer Nights last August. – Raoul Hernandez
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MusiC

DJ Shani
thu 16, 8pm, SpeakeaSy

In 1999, DJ Shani began spreading the 
deep house gospel with her radio show 
The Groove Temple, immersing herself in 
the sounds of Chicago while working at 
vinyl stronghold Gramaphone Records. 
She’s been making sonic waves since 
her Austin arrival in 2010, championing 
the genre’s Black roots with her yearly 
Black History Month Boogie, and has 
become a fixture at Superstition, LoLo, 
and My oh My. Catch her on opening duty 
at Speakeasy Ballroom, followed by San 
Antonio amapiano specialist Prince euro.
 – Dan Gentile

Dr. Pushkin
wed 16, 10:10pm, higher ground

Hailing from Bolgatanga, Ghana, the 
Austin-residing Afrobeat/hip-hop 
artist released his debut solo album, 
outlandish, in January. He’ll perform 
material from the work for the first time 
with assistance from artists Aggie and 
his fellow countryman Quata Budukusu. 
Born Paul Azunre, the MIT graduate 
breaks down a couple of interesting 
subjects on his LP, thematically railing 
against social media and serving 
falsehoods. – Derek udensi

Carson McHone
thu 16, 9pm, continentaL cLuB

Carson McHone’s voice carries such beautiful 
and effortless ache that every line threatens to 
tumble into devastation. The ATX native honed 
her songwriting over a decade locally, crafting 
ballads with a poetic yet direct yearning and 
keen emotional sense, but alighted to Canada 
during the pandemic to collaborate with 
husband Daniel Romano. The result: last year’s 
third LP Still Life (Merge), which still pulls behind 
her wistful twang, fueled by hookier melodies 
and a more expansive Americana sound. 
 – Doug Freeman
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JaRon Marshall
Sat 18, 1am, antone’S

Best known as Adrian Quesada’s keyboardist in 
Black Pumas and on the Boleros Psicodélicos 
project, and as producer for BLK oDYSSY, 
keyboardist JaRon Marshall has his own thing 
going. After releasing some digital singles 
and ePs of his hip-hop-informed jazz funk, 
Marshall cut upcoming debut earth sounds 
live from the floor. With local heavyweights 
Brian Donohoe (Progger, Snarky Puppy), 
Michael Longoria (Patty Griffin), and Chris 
Loveland (Clunis) in his corner, Marshall gets 
ready for the spotlight.  – Michael Toland

Mama Duke
Sat 18, 9:20pm, north door

on 2020’s Ballsy, singer-songwriter Kori 
Roy – aka Mama Duke – swaggered through 
its 11 tracks with promising lyrical prow-
ess amid rolling 808s and ticking hi-hats. 
The debut album solidified her status as a 
Black queer trailblazer in the city’s bustling 
hip-hop scene: The biting braggadocio of 
“Ghost” quelled all naysayers, while “Play 
This When” alluded to the beloved lyricist’s 
desire to push past the homogeneity of rap. 
Since grazing the cover of the Chronicle last 
summer, the Palacios, Texas, native has con-
tinued to flex her pop-leaning chops through 
effervescent hooks, like on the breezy 
“That’s Just Me.” – Nayeli Portillo

Moody Bank$
thu 16, 11pm, the north door
Sat 18, 11:20pm, SpeakeaSy

Recalling the warm grooves of Nineties slow 
jams and honeyed neo-soul, Austin-by-way-of-
California singer Moody Bank$ writes glowing 
and eclectic R&B ballads fit for moments of late-
night introspection. Bank$’s emotive, airy alto 
folds in with syncopated jazz instrumentals on 
“WoRK IT ouT,” an ultra-smooth and smoldering 
standout from last year’s kaleidoscopic FeeLING 
CoLoRS, produced by Central Texas visionary 
Juwan elcock (aka BLK oDYSSY) and multi-
instrumentalist Noah Fendz. – Nayeli Portillo

Nemegata
thu 16, 9pm, Sheraton Backyard

Austin’s Latin scene, like its hip-hop sector, prop-
agated into a bona fide micro music community 
during the pandemic. Not one, but two local 
Colombian groups flourished in the last three 
years. Superfónicos beats a more traditional, 
brass-fed ritmo, but Nemegata torches that 
notion behind sulfuric post-punk. Victor-Andres 
Cruz incants spellbinding magical naturalism in 
Spanish, while Fabián Rincón (drums) and César 
Valencia (bass) bring the noise. Grupo Fantasma’s 
Beto Martinez aptly dubbed them “the Nirvana of 
Colombian rock folklórico.” – Raoul Hernandez

c o n t i n u e d  o n  p.8

Grace Sorensen
thu 16, 10pm, Sheraton Backyard

At 20 years old, Grace Sorensen glissades 
between myriad worlds of music and movement. 
No stranger to the spotlight, the R&B and neo-
soul singer-songwriter has trained in dance 
styles from hip-hop to ballet since childhood. The 
Austinite’s oceanic voice ripples – almost like 
sleek body waves – in her six singles and five-song 
eP WHAT I NeVeR ToLD You, which includes 
swanky confessions (“THIS ISN’T LoVe”) and a 
beguiling ballad (“CAPTIVe”). – Angela Lim

Mama duke J A N A  B I R C H u M

Jake Lloyd
thu 16, 9pm, north door
Fri 17, 10pm, Sheraton Backyard

Alt-R&B power broker Jake Lloyd experi-
enced the same breakout moment during 
CoVID as Austin’s hip-hop scene as a whole 
when he teamed with preeminent local 
rapper Deezie Brown in Geto Gala. And 
yet, the singer‘s debut at ACL Fest last 
fall proved he brings so much more to the 
table. Singing, rhyming, crooning, Lloyd 
dominated the huge festival platform 
soulfully, rhythmically, but also rockist, 
even metallic. – Raoul Hernandez

AuStiN ARtiStS  c o n t i n u e d  f r o m  p.4

Fuvk
Sat 18, 1:10am, LaS perLaS 

Following a Fuvk performance ahead of Kishi Bashi at 
SXSW 2022, the Chronicle wrote: "The beautiful set 
confirmed the perfectly gentle blunt force of ‘Winter 
Storm of '21.’ Perhaps the first great song about our 
most recent tragic statewide bummer? The lovesick, 
emo-dusted track, featuring band vocalist/keyboardist 
Mitch Webb, stands out as a soft rocker on Fuvk's 
acoustic LP Split Death." Since, the songwriting outlet 
of Austin's Shirley Zhu has unveiled another immediate 
eP in November’s goodnight, moon.   – Rachel Rascoe
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Porcelain
thu 16, 7pm, Latchkey

A four-song Bandcamp (demo) can’t contain the 
mega-heavy post-hardcore of Porcelain, packing 
bull-in-a-china-shop volume into a quartet of 
established riffers at Austin clubs of late. Try 
the Ballroom last month before Denton’s Teethe, 
where Porcelain’s Steve Pike (exhalants) reached 
his guitar through the rafters next to drummer 
eli Deitz (Dregs). Despite major height difference, 
bassist Robert Jordan emmert (Pleasure 
Venom) found sonic balance with guitarist Ryan 
Fitzgibbon – previously of uS Weekly, currently 
stateside hired gun for Los Bitchos.  
 – Rachel Rascoe

Portrayal of Guilt
Fri 17, 10pm, LeFty’S Brick Bar

Still riding high on the magnificent nihilism of 
2021’s third LP Christfucker, Portrayal of Guilt – 
whose embrace of hardcore, death metal, black 
metal, doom, and screamo makes hyphens cower 
in terror – clears the decks for album numero 
quatro. The ear-bleeding power trio already laid 
waste to a local festival audience with last year’s 
ripping oblivion Access show. expect this to be 
one of the louder and uglier showcases for hapless 
out-of-towners to witness. – Michael Toland

P H o T o  B Y  e R I C  M o R A L e S

Side Effect
thu 16, 7pm, Low down Lounge

Blasting power-pop since 2004, this Burmese 
punk band made valiant efforts to first 
attend SXSW in 2014. By crowdsourcing 
and endorsement from Anthony Bourdain 
himself, the quartet managed the interna-
tional trip to the stage at now-shuttered 
B.D. Riley’s, bringing their upbeat, Strokes-
inspired sounds inherent political resistance 
and advocacy for freedom of expression. 
With Side effect’s home of Myanmar two 
years into a military coup, the punk band now 
settles locally and returns to the Fest as 
Austinites themselves. – Rachel Rascoe

Stasseny
wed 15, 9:55pm, Sheraton Backyard
Fri 18, 8:25pm, SpeakeaSy

Differing from local thoroughfare Stassney 
Lane, the Austin-raised MC hardly lacks 
self-assured direction, as evidenced by her 
nickname “Stass Fine Ass.” She came onto 
the scene during the pandemic-stricken 
latter stages of 2020 and has seen her profile 
gradually rise with the full reopening of venues 
last year. Her charisma – and venomous, 
double-middle-finger salute toward perceived 
inferiors – makes her one to watch. 
 – Derek udensi

trouble in the 
Streets
Fri 17, 1am, the creek & the caVe

It’s a tall order to follow performance 
artist Christeene’s macabre spectacle, but 
Trouble in the Streets is up for the task. A 
perfect example of subgenre agnosticism, 
the Texas trio expands on a filter-twitching 
electropop backbone with propulsive live 
drums and the alluring vocals of Nnedi 
Nebula. Last week they dropped “Mother’s 
Tongue,” a mix of hard rock and not-quite-
acid bass that’s very much worth a stream.
 – Dan Gentile

the tender things
Fri 17, 8pm, the creek & the caVe

After over 10 years holding down bass for 
Heartless Bastards, Jesse ebaugh kicked 
off his own project with the Tender Things, 
recruiting an A-list backing band to realize 
his vision of Southern-fried grooves spun 
through Texas honky-tonks and dance halls. 
Newly released third LP That Texas Touch 
(Spaceflight) rips with touches of Little 
Feat boogies and Allman Brothers jams, but 
grounds in ebaugh’s literate ballads and 
hard, country bar band rhythms. 
 – Doug Freeman

The AusTin ChroniCle   P l a y e r s '  g u i d e  t o MusiC

AuStiN ARtiStS  c o n t i n u e d  f r o m  p.6

Voxtrot
thu 16, 9:20pm, StuBB’S

ever since they announced their reunion last year, it’s been something of an open secret that 
these beloved 2000s twee-janglers were going to do something for SXSW. After all, their once-
and-future manager James Minor heads up the Music Festival. The Fest follows warm reception 
of the band’s 2022 new collection of old songs, early Music. only one date is set so far, but we 
wouldn’t be surprised to see the fivepiece chase the high of their sold-out comeback tour into 
another hometown performance or two. – Julian Towers

Portrayal of guilt P H o T o  B Y  A D D R I A N  J A FA R I TA B A R

Looking for bands from out of town? We've got you covered. Check out our 

“Field Guide To 80 essenTiAl ACTs AT sXsW MusiC” 
online at austinchronicle.com/sxsw. We’ll also be posting daily recaps of 
the best music we see at the fest, photo galleries, and more.
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P h o t o  b y  S h e r v i n

 Coco & Clair Clair’s hushed progressive 
pop, now an integral sound of the internet, 
all started with a tweet. One like, then a DM. 
Nearly 10 years ago, proactive Twitter users 
Taylor Nave and Claire Toothill bonded face-
to-face over Drake’s “Marvins Room” at a 
party, screaming the lyrics while wandering 
down an empty Atlanta street at 2am.
 “It was like a sign,” Toothill describes of 
her discovery upon meeting that Nave was 
followed online by both President Barack 
Obama and patron saint Britney Spears.
 What started as online friendship has sky-
rocketed the duo to tangible stardom. 
Sprinkled with the playful glitz of Spears’ 
heyday from the start, Coco & Clair Clair 
crystallizes amid a lush fleet of beats and 
sickeningly clever, deceptively simple bars 
(“I’ma Jordin Sparks you/ That’s right, ‘No 
Air’”) via their November debut LP, Sexy. 
Lead single “Pop Star” rose to trending 
audio status on TikTok, alongside a late 
bloom for their whimsical, ad-lib-heavy track 
“Pretty” from 2017, which has over 40,000 
videos on the platform.
 “We’ve been the same from the begin-
ning,” Nave notes. “The songs that people 
now like came out in 2017, 2016. They didn’t 
respect it then when it first came out, and 
now they like it.”
 South by Southwest finds Coco & Clair 
Clair sandwiched between their first-ever 
European tour and a monthlong stateside 
run. Their busy Fest week wraps with place-
ment on Rolling Stone’s Future of Music 
showcase, opening for Koffee and Chlöe (of 
Chloe x Halle) at ACL Live.

 Though tirelessly grateful for the digital 
community of listeners, the duo still main-
tains concerns about being looped into the 
reductive TikTok genre.
 “More thoughtful reviews and critiques 
were given to us when they didn’t have TikTok 
to fall back on,” Toothill says. “They tried hard-
er to explain it and to get it, and now, it often is 
just like ‘TikTok blingy pop Paris Hilton girls.’ 
That’s like the easiest thing, you saw like one 
TikTok and that’s what you think it is now.”
 Despite the party girl princess buzzwords 
they’ve been linked to, the Atlanta natives 
present their boastful comedy and inflated 
egos with serious intent. As an outlet, Coco 
& Clair Clair equates to shy girl catharsis. 
“She’s not me 24/7, but she is an extension of 
me,” Nave shares of her musical persona, 
Coco. “I get to act out like the most confi-
dent, brave, strong version of myself.”
 Toothill, aka Clair Clair, adds: “It’s a good 
outlet for sure, but not an alter ego. Just a 
dressed up version of our ideal selves.”
 As purveyors of SoundCloud gen sounds, 
the duo’s closet-born recording process is 
more akin to a sleepover catch-up than a 
panopticon of studio time. Here lies the 
PEN15-esque (read: genuine) sisterhood at 
the heart of their project, which gathers real 
bite from bubbly hooks, hip-hop beats, and 
the two’s commitment to each other.
 “A lot of the time, if someone else was in 
the room with us, there’d be things we might 
bite our tongues on,” Toothill explains.
 “I don’t know anyone else I could do it 
with, and I definitely won’t do it alone,” says 
Nave. – Laiken Neumann

IntervIew: CoCo & ClaIr ClaIr
Thu 16, 12:45am, Seven Grand; Fri 17, 4pm, LuSTre pearL;
Fri 17, 7pm, aCL Live aT The moody TheaTer

Five essential events still  
to Come at sXsW musiC
b y  R a c h e l  R a s c o e

C23 live feat. 070 Shake,  
Flo Milli, Genesis owusu
Thu 16, 1:30pm, inn CahooTS

 two notable names in music, bose and nMe, team 
up for a definitive collection of young, post-breakout 
but pre-household-name picks. in recent headlines 
for maybe dating Lily-rose Depp, new Jersey’s 
070 Shake (11pm) continues haunting, alt-pop rap 
evolution from 2022 opening dates for Kid Cudi 
and her huge raye collab, “escapism.” Alabaman 
Flo Milli (10pm) offers upbeat, girly-girl forays into 
hip-hop nostalgia, especially with a “nasty Dancer” 
video clip spoofing braxton Family values. tiktok 
bass sensation blu Detiger (7:40pm) joins Danielle 
Ponder, Genesis owusu, Jockstrap, and more.

Community Concerts feat. 
thao, the Zombies, Honk!tX
Thu 16 – SaT 18, 3pm, Lady Bird Lake

 backed by the Austin skyline, SXSW’s largest 
stage offers three days of totally free afternoon 
concerts at 800 W. riverside. KUtX show Spare the 
rock, Spoil the Child handles thursday with a fami-
ly-friendly showcase requesting at least one ska song 
in the set of each artist – including thao (of thao 
& the Get Down Stay Down), SaulPaul, and more. 
Friday delivers legacy UK headliner the Zombies, 
plus AJ Smith and baba Kuboye. honk!tX presents 
Saturday’s celebration of leading local brass bands, 
from blowcomotion to Mazel tov Kocktail hour.

Billboard’s the Stage feat.  
lil Yachty, Feid, Deadmau5
Thu 16 - SaT 18, 7pm, moody amphiTheaTer

 billboard returns to Waterloo Park for three 
nights focused on hip-hop, Latin, and dance music 
superstars. Public tickets are on sale now, along-
side first-come, first-served entry to SXSW badge 
holders. thursday welcomes Lil yachty on the heels 
of January LP Let’s Start here, pivoting to psych-
rock experimentation with guest producers includ-
ing Unknown Mortal orchestra’s Jacob Portrait 
and nick hakim. buzzy Fest selects Lola brooke 
and Armani White open. Friday features Colombian 
hitmaker Feid, toting J balvin and Maluma collabs, 
alongside Spanish trap/reggaeton chart-topper 
eladio Carrión. Saturday rings in electronic artists 
Kaskade and Deadmau5 as new collaboration Kx5, 
fresh off a self-titled debut album.

Margo Price Keynote
Fri 17, 1pm, ConvenTion CenTer, 
BaLLroom d

 Double exposure: Already a leading 
country figure, Margo Price upped the 
ante with an october memoir. Chronicling 
her move to nashville at age 19 all the 
way to current motherhood, Maybe We’ll 
Make it was published by Austin’s own 
University of texas Press. Come January, 
her fourth album, Strays, dove deeper 
with psychedelic sounds and discussions 
of sobriety. rolling Stone Associate 
Managing editor Angie Martoccio inter-
views the singer-songwriter, following a 
Q&A in the outlet earlier this year.

laraaji & Joe  
Patitucci with Plants
SaT 18, 9:15pm,  
CenTraL preSByTerian

 Seated, meditative, and likely surround-
ed by plants – it’s hard to imagine a more 
appealing finale for tired Festival legs. 
boundless new york musician Laraaji, 
ambient pioneer behind 1980’s brian eno-
produced Ambient 3: Day of radiance, 
makes a sole SXSW appearance with heart-
ening keyboard explorations like “i Can only 
bliss out (F’Days).” he’s joined by frequent 
collaborator/sound healer Arji “oceAnanda” 
Cakouros as well as Joe Patitucci, creator 
of the showcase-presenting PlantWave. 
the gizmo turns a plant’s biorhythms into 
music through on-leaf electrodes. n

070 shake J o h n  A n D e r S o n
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 With an emphasis on buzz bands and 
young industry darlings, South by Southwest 
is usually about discovery.
 But for the veterans on the battlefield it 
can also be about rediscovery. For pioneering 
electro-pop band New Order, a high-profile 
appearance at the Festival’s Monday com-
mencement – around which the Manchester 
group built a short tour of Texas and New 
Orleans – brought in longtime fans, former 
clubgoers, and curious newbies alike. New 
Order spent its Eighties heyday absorbing 
and recasting dance music trends in their 
own image, a process that influenced the 
next several waves of club music, what we 
now call EDM, over the decades.
 Whether you were a young hipster want-
ing to know what the fuss was about or an 
older punter hoping to relive glory days on 
the dance floor, ACL Live fans were treated 
to a show by a band that still digs playing 
their classic material, breaking new ground, 
and overturning the soil.

 Following sets by fellow Mancunians 
Loose Articles and the Orielles, Manchester 
Mayor Andy Burnham appeared to announce 
Beyond the Music, a new festival to be held 
in the city this October, before introducing 
“the ultimate Manchester band.” Following 
the curious use of Richard Wagner’s “Das 
Rheingold: Vorspiel” as walk-on music, the 
quintet – original members Bernard Sumner, 
Stephen Morris, and Gillian Gilbert, plus 
guitarist/keyboardist Phil Cunningham and 
bassist Tom Chapman – opened the set with 
2001’s rockist single “Crystal,” a pretty mus-
clebound choice given the band’s reputation 
as one of the parents of synth-pop.
 Perhaps Sumner and company wanted to 
remind us that they’re as much a rock band 
as a dance band, as the following four 
songs, including 1993’s “Regret,” 1983’s 
“Age of Consent,” and 2015’s “Academic,” 
let Sumner and Cunningham roar. Hence 
the irony of the singer pointing out, “I’ve 
got a new guitar,” just as the set list reached 

Electro-Pop Pioneers New 
Order’s “Blue Monday” 
Kicks Off SXSW Music
ACL Live show brought in former clubgoers and curious 
newbies alike  B y  M i c h a E l  T O l a N d

New Order's Bernard Sumner plays ACL Live at the Moody Theater on March 13 I s a b e l l a M a r t Ine z

New Order's Gillian Gilbert I s a b e l l a M a r t Ine z

1985’s “The Perfect Kiss,” one of the band’s 
earliest deep dives into what would eventu-
ally be called electronica.
 At that point the synthetic sounds took 
prominence, though never erasing the gui-
tars and drum kit entirely. (Kudos to Morris, 
whose timekeeping rivaled drum machines 
for accuracy and beat them for vibrancy.) 
The 2020 single “Be a Rebel” hearkened back 
to the group’s Reagan years heyday, while 
their 2015 dance floor anthem “Plastic” 
crossed post-punk with Giorgio Moroder’s 
electronic coloring.
 Buoyed by cheers from the enthusiastic 
crowd, New Order staple “Bizarre Love 
Triangle” reasserted the band’s mastery of 
composing a thumping club banger in dis-
guise as a simple pop song. Or was it the 
other way around? Regardless, it brought 
seated audience members to their feet to 
boogie down like it was 1985, and further 
hits “True Faith,” “Blue Monday” (the hands-
down favorite of the night), and “Temptation” 
kept them there.
 After the briefest of stage exits, Sumner 
returned and asked, “Are there any Joy Division 
fans out there?” (Rhapsodic affirmative.) 
“Good. If there wasn’t, it would be a tragedy.”
 That signaled a three-song encore of clas-
sics from New Order’s predecessor, starting 
with the hazy “Atmosphere,” continuing with 
the burly “Transmission,” and ending with 
the almost apocalyptically anthemic “Love 
Will Tear Us Apart,” the song that invented 
New Order before their members knew it was 
happening. Both band and throng seemed 
happy, even gleeful, once the show conclud-
ed – Sumner reiterated what a great audience 
they’d been, and the people filed out with 
grins on their faces. Though never without a 
shortage of vintage artists in the roster, 
SXSW should still remember the impact this 
New Order showcase had: Seeing a so-called 
legacy act put on a concert like this one can 
turn a casual fan into a die-hard. n
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 With 19 panels about cannabis at this year’s 
SXSW Interactive Conference, it’s safe to say 
that, despite our home state’s idiotic legaliza-
tion delinquency, the Festival’s Austin-based 
programmers recognize the growing craving 
for insight into this growing industry.
 On Friday, the Culture, Legacy & Cannabis: 
Roadmap to Coexistence panel discussed 
two opposing camps in cannabis culture: 
legacy versus legality. A stacked panel of 
New York-based experts – Vladimir Bautista 
(Happy Munkey), Dasheeda Dawson 
(Cannabis NYC), and moderator Mutulu 
Olugbala aka M-1 of Dead Prez (Urban 
Aroma) – explained why both sides must 
deliberately collaborate to unify cannabis 
progress and anchor it in ethical standards.
 Kicking off the chat, Olugbala said, “I 
hope everybody is happy, healthy, and high if 
need be. I am.” And throughout the hour, that 
same openness and shared focus on commu-
nity healing was the crux of the discussion. 
“Success in the [cannabis] market is nothing 
without the culture.”
 Essentially, the group imparted that one 
of the most critical elements of cannabis 
legalization is giving formerly incarcerated 
individuals an opportunity to sell legal can-
nabis. Areas with the highest rates of incar-
ceration have historically been the same 
areas subject to over-policing and the con-
sequences of it: By acknowledging the harm 

done, healing can begin. Government offi-
cials are often the least knowledgeable 
about cannabis; it’s the people who have 
lived and breathed the medicinal plant and 
its market for decades that know best what 
next steps should be. Dawson said, “We are 
taking on cannabis legalization as an oppor-
tunity to rectify the harms of the past.”
 “Create bridges, not moats,” said Bautista, 
who has personally experienced the conse-
quences of criminalized cannabis.
 Simultaneously, in the Accelerating the 
Science of Cannabis panel, the focus was on 
the current state of cannabis research and 
what consumers can do to support future 
efforts. Cannabis research is unique because, 
due to the federal prohibition, funds are lack-
ing and human trials often do not reach clini-
cal testing standards but rather depend on 
consumer self-testing and reporting. Panelists 
Andrea Baillo (Open Book Extracts), Julia 
Bramante (Colorado Department of Public 
Health & Environment), Harold Han (Vertosa), 
and Arian Roman (Pivital Holdings) were all in 
agreement that collaborating with fellow can-
nabis industry players is the key to progress.
 On Saturday, Creating Robust Data Sets in 
Cannabis featured folks in the know about 
consumer data collection in the cannabis 
realm. Moderator Brian Geddes (Jane 
Technologies), Mikaela McLaughlin (spring-
big), Cy Scott (Headset, founder of Leafly), and 

Whither Weed?
SXSW cannabis panels look forward to a world of legality 
and organized cannabusiness  b y  J e s s i  C a p e

The AusTin ChroniCle
P l a y e r s '  g u i d e  t o

ConferenCe

Z e k e  B a r B a r o  /  G e t t y  I m a G e s

(l-r) Panelists Kelly Crawford, derek smith, and Bob gunn at "green or Not? is Cannabis actually 
good for the environment?"  J o h n  a n d e r s o n

estingly, have the highest energy consump-
tion and the lowest water usage.
 Trying to figure out how much energy is 
being used and developing the best prescrip-
tion for cultivation is the name of the game. 
Fertig offered an analogy to explain the com-
plexity of federal versus state-by-state differ-
ences: “Imagine every carton of orange juice 
had to be grown and produced next door to 
the grocery store where it’s sold.” Currently, 

the laws require that very 
notion of cannabis. Take 
Washington, D.C., for 
example, where the 
demand is high because of 
decriminalization, but reg-
ulations mean it all has to 
be grown and produced in 
the city, which affects sup-
ply dramatically. There’s a 
gray market full of per-
ceived loopholes, of 
course, and the under-

ground market, which is not regulated at all.
 When asked which is worse for the envi-
ronment – cannabis or almonds – the panel 
concluded that cannabis is better. Again, 
that’s relative, given the variety of grow meth-
ods. “Regulating the cannabis growing indus-
try is the biggest energy reduction opportu-
nity in our lifetime,” said Gunn. Perhaps most 
important though? You guessed it: Knowledge 
transfers in every direction – from consumers 
to scientists to lawmakers – should be every-
one’s No. 1 priority. n

Ryan G. Smith (LeafLink) all represent various 
funnel points of the marketplace. Because 
each state operates as its own singular market-
place, it’s essential – but nearly impossible 
without the proper tools – to create full data 
sets. As a burgeoning industry, the rules are 
still being written: With the proper informa-
tion in place, real progress can be made.
 Finally, on Sunday, Green or Not? Is 
Cannabis Actually Good for the Environment? 
focused on how much 
energy cannabis produc-
tion uses and what can be 
done to improve the statis-
tics and educate both con-
sumers and lawmakers. 
Moderator Natalie Fertig 
(Politico), Kelly Crawford 
(D.C. Department of 
Energy & Environment), 
Bob Gunn (Seinergy), and 
Derek Smith (Resource 
Innovation Institute) 
offered that going green in cannabis means 
concerted efforts to not only inform regulators 
and lawmakers of the facts, but help people at 
all levels understand the different production 
considerations of energy and water consump-
tion for both indoor and outdoor crops. Some 
folks are utilizing the power of regenerative 
agriculture, some grow in indoor/outdoor 
greenhouses with open air and patched sun-
light, and still others rely on LED lights 
because they’re indoors entirely (similar to 
tomatoes and bell peppers). The latter, inter-

“We are taking 
on cannabis 
legalization as 
an opportunity to 
rectify the harms 
of the past.”
D a S h e e D a  D a W S o n
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Jurassic Park, Popples, and Strawberry Shortcake bags from Loungefly C o u r t e s y  o f  L o u n g e f Ly

 When Austin’s print mavens Mondo were 
acquired by Funko (they of the ubiquitous 
Pop! Figures) last year, some fans decried 
the death of the independent company they 
loved, sucked into a corporate merger. But 
this year’s presence at South by Southwest 
of another Funko acquisition, high-end pop 
culture accessories firm 
Loungefly, may have 
shown that Mondo’s cor-
porate future doesn’t 
mean losing its indepen-
dent spirit.
 Loungefly Senior Vice 
President of Creative Liz 
DeSilva described their 
products as “wearable 
fan fashion,” or as Senior 
Vice President of 
Creative, Innovation & Vision Derrick Baca 
cheekily calls it, “geeky Gucci.” They 
described their SXSW debut as a way to 
introduce the brand to audiences who might 
not know it beyond its Disney mini back-
packs, the de rigueur storage statement for 
the parks. Yet its inventory has grown 
beyond the House of Mouse, to Studio 

Ghilbli, sports, horror, and most especially 
Eighties and Nineties pop culture icons, 
including three new ranges announced 
during the Festival: plush bags for Eighties 
cartoon Popples, glow-in-the-dark bags for 
the 30th anniversary of Jurassic Park, and a 
new range for Strawberry Shortcake (in one 

of their biggest new tech-
nical innovations, the 
bags actually smell like 
the old dolls).
 However, the event 
was also an opportunity 
to check in with their 
Austin counterparts at 
Mondo, a firm equally 
embraced by fandoms for 
its cool cachet. Brandon 
Wainerdi – director of 

marketing and community – started as a fan 
first, sleeping in his car for shows at the old 
Mondo Gallery before joining the firm two 
years ago. With the move to Funko, he said, 
“Obviously, it’s been a lot of big changes for 
Mondo during that time, but all very good 
ones.” Yet a lot has stayed the same, the mis-
sion driven by the artists and creatives in 

Funko x Austin: The 
Business of Fandom
In its SXSW brand debut, “geeky Gucci” Loungefly shows 
the future for hometown print mavens and newly acquired 
portfolio pals Mondo  B y  R i c h A R d  W h i T TA k e R

The AusTin ChroniCle   P L a y e r S '  g u i d e  t o ConferenCe

“All the people 
who have worked 
for Mondo for 
years and years, 
they’re still here.”
B r a n d o n  W a I n e r d I

José Andrés Shares How the Power 
of Storytelling Drives His Mission
Chef announCes new Cookbook inspired by 
world Central kitChen’s work
B y  M e l A n i e  h A u p T

 fresh off an appearance at sXsW 2022, supporting the ron 
Howard documentary We feed People, chef José Andrés, founder 
of the disaster relief nongovernmental organization World Central 
Kitchen, returned to this year’s festival to sit down with journalist 
Michele norris to talk about how stories and storytelling have 
direct effects on people’s lives.
 explaining that you become who you 
are based on the people around you, not 
just your family and friends but also 
things like books and culture, Andrés 
specifically cited John steinbeck’s the 
grapes of Wrath as an early influence. 
the Pulitzer Prize-winning novel opened 
Andrés’ eyes to inequality and suffering, 
even in America, the land of freedom and plenty. It was through the 
stories of others, like the book’s Joad family, that the spanish chef, 
restaurateur, and humanitarian realized the power of story.
 Citing tom Joad’s declaration that “wherever there’s a fight 
so hungry people can eat, I’ll be there,” Andrés said that “we all 
have a talent that goes beyond what we believe; I’m a cook. I real-
ized I had the talent to feed the few, but I also had the talent to 
feed the many.”

 He and norris discussed the importance of listening to the 
voices of the people who need help, like the ones he served in Haiti 
on one of World Central Kitchen’s missions. He explained how he’d 
been making black beans for the people affected by earthquakes 
and received feedback that he wasn’t cooking them in the way the 

locals were accustomed to preparing and 
eating them. In that moment, he realized 
that he had been imposing a certain way of 
doing things onto a local community, rather 
than listening to them. “People don’t want 
our pity,” he said. “they want our respect.”
 Andrés mentioned that serving others, 
building longer tables rather than higher 
walls, came with no small amount of risk, 

citing the russian missile attack that destroyed a WCK facility and 
killed two in ukraine last year. “We must all take risks if we want to 
change the world,” he said, growing emotional. “We need to write new 
recipes and all take risks, because the old recipes aren’t enough.”
 this was a perfect segue for norris to announce that Andrés is releas-
ing the World Central Kitchen Cookbook: feeding Humanity, feeding 
Hope later this year. the cookbook will feature recipes and narratives 
from the various locales WCK has served during its 13-year history. n

ting a toy, when they’re looking at our booth, 
that’s really what drives us.”
 The Loungefly team also had a chance to 
catch up with Under the Sea, one of their 
online affiliates based out of Austin. Founded 
by fans and collector Isela Villarreal (the 
name comes from her own love of Disney’s 
The Little Mermaid) and her husband, “Our 
exclusives are nothing but passion projects,” 
she said. And they come from Under the Sea, 
rather than top-down decisions from 
Loungefly or Funko. “You should experience 
our brainstorming sessions when we come 
up with ideas. It’s a room full of passionate 
family members discussing every movie and 
show we’ve watched together, how they make 
us feel and how we want that translated into 
what we consider a piece of art: a Loungefly 
Mini Backpack. Every exclusive we’ve sold 
has a story behind it and we love wearing 
that story on our backs.” n

the team. “All the people who have worked 
for Mondo for years and years, they’re still 
here,” said Wainerdi.
 Their experience under Funko is similar to 
what’s happened with Loungefly, where qual-
ity has never been sacrificed for scale. Baca 
said, “There’s a lot of licensed products out 
there, but it’s always a race to the bottom. 
‘Oh, that’s too expensive, make it cheaper, 
make it cheaper’ … We’re the opposite. We 
want to put more value into the bag. Our 
price points aren’t the cheapest, but people 
understand the quality that they’re getting.”
 The biggest change for Mondo is in scale, 
and ability to tackle bigger IPs like The 
Batman and Spider-Man: No Way Home, 
while retaining that Mondo community. 
“How can we make sure that fans can get 
something that they’re interested in?” 
Wainerdi said. “Being able to interact with 
someone when they’re getting a poster, get-

“We all have a talent 
that goes beyond 
what we believe.”
J o S é  a n d r é S
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Scenes From the Fest
b y  T h e  A u S T i n  C h r o n i C l e  P h o T o g r A P h y  T e A m

Terry Crews launches his 2024 presidential campaign as Dwayne Elizondo Mountain Dew 
Camacho from the film Idiocracy – pictured here at his "Kick Ass Rally" at Banger's

Optimus Prime and Optimus Primal showed up at the Porsche activation to promote 
Transformers: Rise of the Beasts

Above: The face of the future from WeHead  
at the Creative Industries Expo

At left: In her Friday keynote, Priyanka Chopra 
Jonas discussed the gender wage gap and her 
new Amazon Prime show Citadel

Find our Full SXSW photo GallerieS at

austinchronicle.com/ 
photos
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Filmmaker Julio Torres celebrates the 
world premiere of Problemista with star 
Tilda Swinton at the Paramount on Monday
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Michelle Rodriguez on the red carpet 
for the world premiere of Dungeons & 
Dragons: Honor Among Thieves
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Lucas, who had encouraged him not to move 
to L.A. but, just as the Star Wars creator 
with Skywalker Ranch in Marin County, to 
open his own studio. As Lucas told him, 
“When you live outside of the box, you think 
outside of the box.”
 However, while the filming delays meant 
he could bring the movie back home, it also 
saw the budget burn away on those false 
starts. “The best way to cut money is to cut 
days. It started on a 55-day schedule, went 
down to 50, 45, 40, 34. And not 34 real days, 
because it was COVID, so it was what’s called 
French hours – no lunch, you shoot straight 
through, and 10 hours is the max you can do, 
so it’s really six to eight good hours. So it was 
really a 20- to 25-day schedule.”
 The key now was winning over his leading 
man to this style of shooting, and Rodriguez 
admitted to luring Affleck in with his own 
experiences as an indie filmmaker. “‘Ben, 
man, it’s going to be like the roaring Nineties 
again! Remember when we used to shoot fast 
and loose, guerrilla style, handheld?’ I’m so 
glad I had Ben, he’s the best. He said, ‘Yeah, 
man, I stand around so long on sets, I didn’t 
know anyone shot like this anymore.’”
 And that’s where Rodriguez delivered his 
own wisdom to aspiring filmmakers. “Just 
start. … If I waited until I was ready, I wouldn’t 
have got anything made.” n

 Hypnotic is scheduled for release later this year.

 The Paramount Theatre played host to 
many packed and exuberant screenings and 
world premieres throughout the opening 
weekend of the South by Southwest Film and 
Television Festival – opening night 
crowd-pleaser Dungeons & Dragons: Honor 
Among Thieves; Eva Longoria’s directorial 
debut, Flamin’ Hot; and HBO’s new Austin-
shot true-crime drama, Love & Death, to 
name a few. But none were as raucous as 
Sunday night’s work-in-progress screening 
of Hypnotic, the new thriller from hometown 
hero Robert Rodriguez.

 There was a thunderous response to the 
action-packed flick, which hearkened back in 
tone to Rodriguez’s bloody and cool Mexico 
Trilogy – coincidentally, this year marks the 
30th anniversary of the release of his debut, El 
Mariachi, and Rodriguez received a celebra-
tory cake onstage from Festival Director 
Claudette Godfrey. As was to be expected by 
the writer of classic microbudget how-to 
handbook Rebel Without a Crew, the Q&A 
quickly metamorphized into an impromptu 
film school, starting with the inspiration for 
his thriller about an Austin cop (Ben Affleck) 

searching for his missing daughter. One word: 
Hitchcock. In 2002 he was editing Spy Kids 2 
and he “had a DVD of the newly restored 
Vertigo playing in the background. I just 
thought, ‘Oh, those Hitchcock movies are so 
cool.’” What really struck him was how 
Hitchcock rarely showed violence but implied 
everything through the cut. Like in Psycho, 
where the knife never enters the skin in the 
shower scene. “It’s just edits.”
 That inspired the script for Hypnotic, 
which he worked on for the next two decades. 
He originally set it in Austin, but when it was 
finally greenlighted by Solstice Studios the 
action moved to Los Angeles and the filming 
relocated to Santa Clarita. However, the start 
date for shooting was set for April 27, 2020, 
and the pandemic put paid to those plans. 
“Then it was going to be in Canada, but then 
there was going to be so much quarantine 
time up there just for bringing up day play-
ers, that wasn’t going to work, and finally I 
said, ‘Let’s just go back to Austin.’”
 It was moments like these that proved the 
wisdom of words he shared from George 

SXSW Gets a First 
Look at Hypnotic
Robert Rodriguez goes rogue at the Paramount with a  
work-in-progress screening  b y  R i c h a R d  W h i t ta k e R

The AusTin ChroniCle
P l a y e r s '  g u i d e  t o

Film & TV

N a r r a t i v e  S p o t l i g h t
hypnotic
Work-in-Progress screening

Ben affleck in Hypnotic C o u r t e s y  o f  H y p n o t i C  f i l m  H o l d i n g s ,  l l C

robert rodriguez 
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Best of the the film fest
Want more SXSW film reviews? Head over to  
austinchronicle.com/sxsw. Here’s some tasty teases for you. 

John Wick: Chapter 4 C o u r t e s y  o f  l i o n s g at e

dunGeonS & dRaGonS: honoR 
amonG thieveS
 it may be the most perfect jumping-on point for 
first-timers to d&d since the release of the 2nd edi-
tion in 1989. don’t know what that is? doesn’t mat-
ter. Honor among thieves is a big, bright, iridescent 
gem of a heist movie in a spectacular, vibrant, and 
fantastical world. – richard Whittaker

bottomS
 man, emma seligman just gets it. the teen 
experience, the teen gay experience, the gross 
and shameful and liberating catharsis of blood-
lust and extremely silly horniness. in an increas-
ingly bland last few years of sanitized, touchy-
feely queer teen movies, seligman gives us one 
with some actual punch. – lina fisher

FLamin’ hot
 first-time director eva longoria and screen-
writers linda yvette Chávez and lewis Colick 
successfully stuff many years into 99 minutes 
with their well-paced and fun onscreen storytell-
ing tactics. it’s colorful and bright, with deft edit-
ing, high-tempo tunes, and tons of cheesy-cute 
one-liners. – Jessi Cape

John Wick: chapteR 4
 even in the hail of bullets, shrieking needle 
drops, and blinding lighting effects, John Wick: 
Chapter 4 still works as a cohesive, linear film 
with a strangely philosophical heart. after three 
movies of increasing violence and mythology, the 
script takes a little time to question what John’s 
ultimate intent is. – r.W.

maX Roach: the dRum aLSo 
WaLtzeS
 an on-camera white journalist asked roach early 
in his career if his music can be used as a weapon. in 
reply, roach, whose music demonstrably reflects 
the conflicted racial times, answered in the affirma-
tive and went on to explain that even the term “jazz” 
is diminishing. – marjorie Baumgarten

Screens Thu 16, 2:15pm, Alamo South Lamar

my dRyWaLL cocoon
 Whatever this Brazilian class drama lacks, it 
accounts for in its visual and aural aesthetics. from 
the pastel lighting design to the haunting strings 
score, fioratti orchestrates a singular sophisti-
cation throughout the film.  sure, there’s a fair 
amount of style over substance, but a strong sense 
of style counts for something. – dex Wesley parra

Screens Fri 17, 5:30pm, Alamo South Lamar
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 The premise of SXSW selection Self 
Reliance is beautifully simple and absurd: 
Directionless and recently dumped thirty-
something Tommy (Jake Johnson) agrees to 
take part in a dangerous online reality game 
show in which he has 30 days to survive 
being hunted by rogue 
bounty hunters for a prize of 
$1 million. Lucky for him in 
this version of The Most 
Dangerous Game, there’s a 
loophole that states he can 
only be attacked when 
alone, which means as long as he keeps in 
constant uncomfortably close proximity to 
another person, he’s in no danger. Of course, 
no one actually believes him.
 It’s a wonderful role for the affably charm-
ing Johnson, whose endearing everyman 
relatability takes on a weathered fatigue here 
in the rut of approaching middle age with no 
accomplishments to show for it. Though 
primed with obvious comedic chops, as evi-
denced by his most recognizable role in sit-

com New Girl, he also has a history of offer-
ing sturdy, more quietly funny and emotional 
performances (as well as writing credits) in a 
litany of low-key indie dramedies, like 2021’s 
Ride the Eagle or his multiple collaborations 
with mumblecore prince Joe Swanberg.

 To that end, Self Reliance 
also acts as Johnson’s 
directorial debut, and it’s 
these films that he seems to 
be pulling from the most 
acutely. Manifesting his 
learnings to the screen 

proves to have its ups and downs, having 
crafted a film with a clearly confident hand 
and a consistently pleasant sense of humor, 
but also one that fails to truly take advantage 
of the potential manic lunacy of its premise.
 That’s not to say it doesn’t have its 
moments. From its opening few minutes in 
which Andy Samberg (who also produced 
the film under the Lonely Island’s film ban-
ner and plays himself) dubiously courts 
Tommy to be a contestant, to watching 

Film Review:  
Self Reliance
The Most Dangerous Game spoof lacks bite
b y  t R a c e  S a u v e u R

film Review: 
late BloomeRs
The kindness of sTrangers creaTes beauTy, 
growTh, and laughs
b y  Way n e  a L a n  b R e n n e R

 What the hell is a 28-year-old Brooklyn woman – unemployed, 
with little purpose in life, still desperately heart-locked on the 
guy who dumped her – going to do but get runaway drunk and, 
awkwardly stalking, break her hip?
 Just that, it turns out, which is what lands our protagonist 
louise (Karen gillan) in the hospital and, after some bone-invasive 
surgery, in physical rehab with a diverse group of women more than 
twice her age. By this point in sXsW selection late Bloomers, she’s 
met antonina (malgorzata Zajaczkowska), an elderly 
polish woman who speaks no english but gets her 
deep oppositional fuck-you fluently across to every-
one, especially louise. this odd-couple encounter’s 
supercharged when, after a painstaking but mis-
guided kindness from louise, our self-defined loser 
of a girl is hired to be antonina’s caretaker.
 to say “shenanigans ensue” would be an insult 
to this sweetly rendered narrative, even though late Bloomers 
is promoted as a comedy, because those shenanigans are solidly 
of the kind where it’s funny because it’s true. the truth of taking 
care of someone aging into physical dependence and mental 
uncertainty is as fraught as it is, intermittently and helplessly, 
hilarious – especially when the one in need starts off as a defiant 
stranger it’s impossible to communicate with.
 the one in need, though? the old lady’s in much greater need, yes, 
but it’s our perpetually at-loose-ends louise who also needs a boost 
– out of aimless wallowing and into a more fulfilling adulthood – and 

this is part of what caring for her elderly charge eventually provides. 
gillan is wonderful as louise, all emotionally tattered and torn and 
striving, against her own deep inertia, to be a boon and a proper friend, 
her pretty face believably crumpling in overabundance of sorrow, 
brightening when trying to front delight that she can never fully grasp.
 equally, Zajaczkowska’s antonina is a beautifully realized 
portrait of what years and infirmity can wreak upon a woman 
who has little engagement with a world that seems determined 

to abandon her, her rare smiles a revelation as the 
story progresses toward its hope-bright ending. 
Jermaine fowler, as louise’s platonic roommate 
and residential benefactor, is a ridiculously hand-
some and charming trust-fund stoner, an excellent 
foil for our beleaguered heroine’s personality and 
plight; the brief, well-intentioned, and ludicrous 
attempt-at-fucking scene between them should be 

required viewing in all high school sex ed classes.
 anna greenfield’s script, though the dialogue is occasionally 
tainted by colors a bit too close to sitcom hues, steers clear of 
cliche while deftly attending familiar tropes that would occur in 
any human tale of complex need and redemption. director lisa 
steen brings these rich characters and their struggles to life 
onscreen with a confident style and – yes, considering her wise, 
delicate handling of what could’ve been so often easily botched – 
grace. it’s a grace that radiates from and throughout the film itself, 
a welcome balm in this too frequently heartrending world. n

The adherence to a sentimental theme about 
the necessity of connection and overcoming 
self-doubt makes things tepid and incongru-
ous. The disjointed nature is no better repre-
sented than by Anna Kendrick’s character and 
her underdeveloped and abrupt relationship 
with Tommy as a fellow player of the game.
 Johnson’s film is certainly not a complete 
failure but it is inelegant and shoddy despite 
its best attempts at charm and affecting the-
matics. It clicks intermittently and got some 
easy laughs out of me, but it’s disappointing 
for something potentially hilarious and cun-
ning to end up feeling so lukewarm. n

Tommy attempt to explain to his family why 
he needs to stay extremely close to them for 
30 days, the concept initially seems to speak 
for itself in execution. Soon the game 
becomes perilously real and Tommy recruits 
homeless man James (Biff Wiff) to act as his 
shadow everywhere he goes. It’s a funny 
setup and only seems to be ramping up.
 Alas, it’s at this point the narrative hits a 
wall and turns to grafting its distinct concept 
onto well-worn indie comedy tropes and plati-
tudes. Where things feel like they should con-
tinue to get crazier, Johnson insists on keep-
ing things too understated for their own good. 

N a r r a t i v e  S p o t l i g h t
Self Reliance

World Premiere
Fri 17, 9:15Pm, Zach TheaTre

N a r r a t i v e  F e a t u r e 
C o m p e t i t i o N

Late bloomers
World Premiere

Thu 16, 12:15Pm, Zach TheaTre
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film Review: Citizen sleuth
A dogged investigation of true-crime podcasting
b y  k at h e R i n e  m c n e v i n S

 From the moment true-crime podcaster 
Emily Nestor comes onscreen, you can see 
why director Chris Kasick wanted to make a 
film about her.
 The bright, witty, and articulate 
Appalachian twentysomething seems wise 
beyond her years, and she’s ambitious, with a 
goal of solving a mystery like Nancy Drew by 
doing her own investigation. In Citizen Sleuth 
(which premiered at SXSW this weekend), 
Kasick follows her over several years, chroni-
cling the rise and fall of the podcast and its 
plucky young host.
 Nestor’s podcast, Mile 
Marker 181, investigated the 
mysterious death of 20-year-
old Jaleayah Davis. Her body 
was discovered near the site 
of a car crash on West 
Virginia’s Interstate 77 in 2011, 
and her death was ruled accidental. Yet some 
bizarre circumstances indicated it might not 
have been an accident after all, and the podcast 
pointed toward possible corruption in the police 
force and the possibility that Davis’ friends may 
have been responsible for her death.
 As Citizen Sleuth shows, the town’s rumor 
mill was churning furiously. However, Nestor 
was committed to putting the rumors to rest 
and finding the truth, despite having not a 
shred of training in any aspect of the project 
she was taking on.
 Mile Marker 181 was very DIY, with Nestor 
cleverly creating her own home studio and 
storyboarding the podcast on living room 
walls in a very organized fashion, and initially 
producing with no advertisements. The doc 
takes us on a journey from these humble 
beginnings to CrimeCon, where Nestor meets 

true-crime superstar Nancy Grace, to an 
important conversation with investigator Paul 
Holes, and to meetings with the community, 
the sheriff, and key players in the story.
 Our young sleuth faces ethical questions 
along the way and learns how the choices you 
make when reporting on the worst day of 
someone’s life can have a ripple effect beyond 
what you could’ve imagined. You can see 
Nestor’s earnestness in how she struggles 
with questions like, “Is it OK to have advertis-
ing on a podcast about someone’s death?” 

and, “How do you tell people 
something they don’t want to 
hear?” Being shot over sev-
eral years, there’s a true 
character arc as Nestor toes 
the line between investiga-
tion and entertainment and 
comes to wonder, “I don’t 

even know if I’m a good person anymore.”
 True crime isn’t going anywhere, and 
narratives about murders capture our attention, 
for obvious reasons. And sometimes telling 
these stories leads to positive outcomes, like 
justice for the victim. But Citizen Sleuth reminds 
us that there is a responsibility to true-crime 
storytelling and that the falsely accused are also 
victims. In fact, you can no longer listen to Mile 
Marker 181 – Nestor pulled the podcast in 2021, 
saying she was “no longer proud of the work.”
 This thought-provoking documentary is 
essential viewing for any amateur detective 
who’s wondered if they might be the Nancy 
Drew to get to the bottom of a case, or any true-
crime junkie who consumes material related to 
these important stories. Is it exploitative, is it 
entertainment, is it investigative? The search for 
truth may be noble, but at what cost? n

D o C u m e N t a r y  S p o t l i g h t
citizen Sleuth

World Premiere
Fri 17, 12:45Pm, sTaTeside TheaTre
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Fast, Cheap, Good:  
piCk all three!
 Imagine a bowl with japchae glass noodles, 
mounded with fresh fruits and vegetables 
and healthful avocado and topped with some 
wholesome teriyaki chicken. Or a dish of 
shiitake mushrooms and tofu with cabbage, 
greens, and rice. Don’t you feel lighter and 
healthier just thinking about it? Now imagine 
that meal costing less than $20. Get yourself 
to Koriente. 621 E. Seventh, 512/275-0852. 
koriente.com.
 If you’re not too concerned about your 
macros or whatever, Texas Chili Parlor is 
a classic, can’t-be-missed stop on your tour 
of Austin eats. Since 1976, the kitchen of 
this beloved Downtown dive has been serv-
ing burgers, sandwiches, and Tex-Mex. But 

it’s the wide variety of chili on hand that 
satisfies all tastes and spice tolerances, 
topping out at a whopping $6.95 for a large. 
There’s even a five-bean chili available, so 
your vegetarian pals have no excuse to skip 
a visit. 1409 Lavaca, 512/472-2828.
 If you’re a happy hour kind of guy, you 
won’t want to miss the deals at Better Half. 
Chances are, you’ll find yourself on the west 
end of Downtown while you’re SXSW'ing; if 
you happen to be in the neighborhood 
between 3 and 6pm Tuesday through Friday 
or 9 and 10pm daily, check out the $6 
burgers (beef, chicken, or veggie) and $6 
sangrias (draft cocktails are discounted 
from 9pm until close). Fuel up on the cheap 
before diving back into the fray. 406 Walsh 
St., 512/645-0786. betterhalfbar.com.

stumblinG toward 
eCstasy: late-niGht eats
 If you’re looking for a beefy nightcap, 
hie yourself to Casino el Camino. This 
longtime lounge rules the music-
hungered scene on Dirty Sixth, reaping 
constant kudos for its huge, juicy 
burgers stacked with a variety of 
toppings and its excellent hot dogs 
smothered in chili. There are vegetarian 
options available, too. All of this can be 
yours until 2am daily. 517 E. Sixth, 
512/469-9330. casinoelcamino.net.
 Conversely, if you’re looking for a 
burger with no animals in it, get your-
self to the parking lot of Cheer Up 
Charlies before 2am and belly on up 
to Arlo’s. Order a bac’n cheezeburger 
(it’s soy-and-gluten-free, too!) and a 
side of tots, deep-fried to crispy per-
fection. Go to sleep happy. You’ll 
thank us later. 900 Red River, 512/840-
1600. arloscurbside.com.
 If you’re stumbling eastward at the 
end of the night and feeling a mite 
peckish, dip into Nickel City and 
order a Coney dog or a slider (hell, get 
some chili dogs, #yolo) from Delray 
Cafe, the popular dive bar’s in-house 
food truck. No one will judge you if 
you get a beer or frozen cocktail while 
you’re at it. Open until 2am! 1133 E. 
11th. nickelcitybar.com.

Where to eat When It’s Late 
(or earLy) and you’re Broke
Downtown food for every occasion
b y  m e l a n i e  h a u p t  a n d  way n e  a l a n  b r e n n e r

 It’s late (or early), your expense account is running dry, and you haven’t had a vegetable 
since you left home. Maybe you’re up early (or still up, no judgment) and are really 
jonesing for a breakfast taco. There are many options from which to choose in our fair 
burg, but if you’re Downtown or Downtown-adjacent, these are your best bets.

Vaquero Taquero J a n a  B i r c h u m

Casino el Camino J o h n  a n d e r s o n

Coney dog at Delray Cafe J o h n  a n d e r s o n

The AusTin ChroniCle
P l a y e r s '  g u i D e  T o

More

early(ish) morninG eats: 
breakFast taCos For days
 Jo’s Coffee is a welcoming java-centric 
diner, sister store to the famed South 
Congress “i love you so much” original, with 
an expert hot/cold coffee bar, made-to-order 
pancakes, an egg white omelette, and the 
very breakfast tacos you were looking for – 
with seating inside or on an outside patio 
that’s all up close and personal with the 
streams of badge-festooned Festivalgoers 
looking for the sort of things you’re already 
happily forking into your gob here. 242 W. 
Second, 512/469-9003. joscoffee.com.
 A longtime favorite taco truck in these 
parts, you can now place an online order to 
pick up at Veracruz All Natural’s walk-up 
window at the Line Hotel. As early as 7am 
(LOL, as if), you can grab a migas taco or 
three along with a smoothie or agua fresca 
to fuel a day of revels. 111 E. Cesar Chavez, 
512/665-2713. veracruzallnatural.com.
 Starting off as a food truck in the Hyde 
Park neighborhood, Vaquero Taquero now 
offers its Rio Grande-via-Monterrey-style 
traditional tacos in a Downtown brick-and-
mortar complete with espresso machine and 
cocktails. Start the day with a nopales and 
egg, and finish it with an al pastor. Even 
better, these cowboys can fulfill your late-
night taco cravings, as they’re open until 
3am on Fridays and Saturdays. 603 Sabine, 
512/243-8136. vaquerotaquero.com.

Find more dining recos in our Best of Austin: 
Restaurants database at austinchronicle.com/boa.



Please consider supporting The Austin 
Chronicle. For just a few bucks, you can  

help us keep delivering the news.

austinChroniCle.Com /support
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Queendom
Fri 17, 3pm, alamo south lamar

 Qmmunity sez: as fellow sufferers under conser-
vative rule, Texan queers can see a way to fight the 
darkness through russian artist Gena marvin’s artistic 
and public protests in this documentary feature from 
Paris-based filmmaker agniia Galdanova, as well as 
empathize with the difficult reality of taking on such 
intense bigotry.

Kill Rock Stars Showcase
Fri 17, 7:30pm, Cheer up Charlies

 Qmmunity sez: The list of incredible queer artists 
on this showcase’s lineup is longer than the backstage 
rider for one of those titular rock stars menaced by 
the returning label. To name just one highlight among 
many, consider the gentle hands and heart of a fighter 
in mya Byrne, a trans woman country artist recently 
featured on reba’s remix of “i’m a survivor.”

Christeene
Fri 17, 12mid, the Creek & the Cave

 Qmmunity sez: Previously keeping austin weird, 
now a frequent visitor from the Big apple on the east 
coast, erotic, esoteric, and exciting artist christeene’s 
headline turn is the only cure for the deadly diagnosis 
of normie disease.

House of Lepore’s Big-Stage Ball
sat 18, 8pm, Cheer up Charlies

 Qmmunity sez: 2023 marks the second year in 
a row that this powerhouse of ballroom has made 
BiPoc queer culture an official part of south By. 
house of Lepore draws together 11 houses in this 
year’s ballroom blitz, plus a pre-ball showcase and an 
indoor hyperpop show. Learn more by flipping to this 
week’s Qmmunity column, where BabiBoi Lepore talks 
planning a sXsW ball.

Thelma & the Sleaze
Fri 17, 1am, lamberts

 Qmmunity sez: Play it slow and 
loose while enjoying the southern 
sleaze of this all-woman, all-queer 
band hailing from nashville who, as 
sXsW programming states, “is single 
handedly keeping rock and roll alive.” 
outfit advisory: jean cutoffs a must-
wear, along with a bandanna to mop 
up yer hard-rockin’ sweat.

Pelvis Wrestley
sat 18, 8pm, esther’s Follies

 Qmmunity sez: Pastels and poppy 
beats make for an endlessly nostalgic 
vibe in Pelvis Wrestley’s redux of 
americana music. enjoy while in a big 
pink cowboy hat and two-tone nylon 
windbreaker for the full scrappy-
eighties-movie-hero experience.

GeeXella
sat 18, 8pm, swan dive

 Qmmunity sez: all hail the commu-
nal joy of a dJ who cultivates cultural 
spaces with intentionality, as does 
Black, Latinx, queer nonbinary artist 
GeeXella. They bring the spirit of their 
aTL dance parties like duval Folx to 
aTX and aim to not only groove but 
also grow awareness of struggles 
specific to southern QTBiPoc folks.

Trans country star Mya Byrne
P h o T o  B y  L a u r e n  Ta B a k

QmmuniTy 
CHeaT SHeeT
Catch up on the hottest second-
weekend queer programming 
b y  J a m e s  s C o t t

Get to know Austin’s queer scene outside of SXSW by checking out  
Qmmunity’s news and events coverage at austinchronicle.com/qmmunity.  

Pro tip: Our queer guide to Austin is a great place to start!
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